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Campaigning
has always
been messy
We didn’t invent lying
and distorting. It started
in America in 1800.

By John Toth

Editor and Publisher

Tips on how to stay on top of the news Whooping Cranes migrating to Texas Coast
By Peter Funt

Special to The Bulletin

These are the best of times, and
the worst of times, for being well
informed.
We have a vast landscape of
news sources, yet we tend to view
them through a peephole rather than
a porthole.
If you believe, as I do, that it is a
civic responsibility to stay abreast of
current events, consider taking a few
steps to be a better news consumer.

• Don’t be screen-centric. TV,
computers and phones bring us
most of our news, in forms that are
fast and convenient. But if you’re
among those who never, ever,
come in contact with a physical
newspaper or magazine, fix that.
More research is needed, but it
appears that people absorb content
better when read on a printed page,
especially with longer articles.
Regardless, holding a paper or
(Continued on Page 11)

AUSTIN – With the first sightings
last week of iconic, endangered
whooping cranes along the Texas
coast, the Texas Parks and Wildlife
Department is reminding Texans to
be on the lookout for these impressive birds as they move through the
state.
Whooping cranes face a harrowing, 2,500 mile journey from the
breeding grounds in the marshy
taiga of northern Alberta’s Wood
Buffalo National Park to the coastal

marshes of Texas each year. The
migration south to Texas can take
up to 50 days with the population
typically traveling in small groups.
Manmade structures like power
lines, communication towers, and
wind turbines pose significant
threats, as do more natural perils
like predators and harsh weather.
Along the way, whooping cranes
seek out wetlands and agricultural
fields to roost and feed in, and they

(Continued on Page 6)

Turn on your TV and enjoy the
lack of political ads. It’s over. The
ads are gone.
For the most part, they were
distorted and negative, attacking
opponents. Campaigning is a tough
business. It’s not for everyone. But
attack ads are nothing new. They
have been around for a very long
time.
The ads these last few weeks
have been relentless. You couldn’t
watch the morning news without
some voice
screaming about
what a low-life
the other candidate is.
How effective
are attack ads?
Very, according
RAMBLINGS to what I have
read. That’s why
they are doing it and have been
doing it almost as long as the country has existed.
It didn’t take long for our young
independent and democratic country
to jump into negative campaigning.
It started in the 1800 race between
President John Adams and VicePresident Thomas Jefferson.
The candidates didn’t get their
hands dirty back in those days. That
was left for surrogates like the influential President of Yale University, a
(Continued on Page 2)
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Political campaigns have always been a messy business
(Continued from Page 1)

John Adams supporter, who publicly
suggested that were Jefferson to
become the president, “we would
see our wives and daughters the
victims of legal prostitution.”

With all the attacks and claims
made in the most recent campaigns,
none hit this far below the belt, at
least not the ones I have seen.
Then an influential and highly
partisan Connecticut newspaper

BUT DARLING, HE MEANT NOTHING TO ME, I SWEAR: A
singer in a mariachi band in Mexico City accepted a gig from a man to
perform a surprise serenade for his girlfriend. But when the band got to
the apartment building, and he started singing under the balcony, the
singer’s own wife emerged. That’s when the music stopped, and the
attack on his wife’s lover began. The boyfriend insisted that he didn’t
know that she was married.
WE’VE GOT EVERYTHING WE NEED; LET’S DO THIS!
Three men, who police say were on their way to retaliate against some
people they did not like, were stopped in Lake County, Ill., before they
could carry out their plan. Police searched their car and found drugs,
three loaded guns, three heavyweight jackets, a crowbar and three
monkey masks.
SOBRIETY TEST!? WHAT MAKES YOU THINK I’M
DRUNK!? A man stole a car in Ocala, Fla., and led police on a highspeed chase while swilling down beer. When stopped, he held two beer
cans out the window and eventually dropped them to the ground before
he was handcuffed. He refused a sobriety test.
I’M SHOCKED AT THIS INVASION OF PRIVACY: A woman
was arrested for attempting to mail drugs to her boyfriend, who was
locked up in the Hampton City Jail in Virginia. She told her boyfriend of
the plan in a jailhouse phone call, apparently having no idea that police
officers monitor all calls to inmates.
HE’S A GOOD KITTY; PLEASE SEND HIM TO REHAB: A pet
owner in Ashley, England, called the cops when his cat came home carrying a bag of illegal drugs in its teeth.
BUT NOT AS PRIVATE AS HE SHOULD BE: Residents in
Stuart, Fla. called the police on a man in their neighborhood who likes to
garden in the nude. The cops could do nothing, and the man refused a
television interview, claiming that he is a private person.
I HATE TO PART WITH FAMILY HEIRLOOMS, BUT IT’S
WORTH IT: A 29-year-old woman in Jacksonville, Fla., tried to hire a
hitman – who turned out to be an undercover cop – to kill her husband.
She offered as payment money, two rings and a pair of earrings.
IS THIS HOW YOU TREAT YOUR CUSTOMERS!? A 73-yearold man refused to leave the drive-through lane at the Burger King in
Lakewood, Ohio, after workers refused to honor his coupons that were
good only in Texas. After he called 911, the cops came and told him to
leave. He was also advised that he will not be allowed to return to that
Burger King.
WE JUST WANTED TO MAKE A GOOD IMPRESSION: A
couple, who stole clothes from a Walmart store, told arresting officers
that they needed to wear the items to an upcoming court appearance.
BOY, DO I FEEL SILLY! A man ran from his van on an expressway in Xuzhou, China, when he saw police stopping cars ahead of him
for a sobriety test. He dashed across the highway and jumped off the
overpass, breaking a leg. He explained that he had been drinking the
night before and was worried that the alcohol would register in the test.
It did not.

warned that electing Jefferson
would create a nation where
“murder, robbery, rape, adultery
and incest will openly be taught and
practiced.”
I didn’t hear any of that either in
the most recent campaign.
Not to be outdone, Jefferson
had a few tricks up his sleeve also.
He secretly funded pamphlets that
accused Adams of being a rageful, lying, warmongering fellow;
a “repulsive pedant” and “gross
hypocrite” who “behaved neither like
a man nor like a woman but instead
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possessed a hideous hermaphroditical character.”
Google hermaphroditical, and
you’ll understand why this was a
heck of a dirty campaign. I could just
define it here, but I really think that
you should look it up if interested.
Otherwise, let’s move on.
By the way, Adams won.
Let’s jump to the 1828 race
between President Adams and challenger Andrew Jackson, who would
win that race. By the time he did,
though, charges of murder, adultery
and even pimping were leveled
against the candidates.
Charges of pimping against
Adams turned out to be completely
false - go figure. But the boomeranging adultery charge against
Jackson turned out to be true.
Democracy is a messy business,
and those early-bird campaigners
can be thankful that they only had
access to a printing press - one of
those older models that took a long

time to print a single sheet. Can
you imagine what type of commercials they would have run back in
those days had TV been invented?
Those guys didn’t take any
prisoners. Yeah, we’re talking tough
right now, but Jefferson, Adams and
Jackson wrote the book on dirty
campaigning. All we have done is
added a few chapters and modernized it.

DID YOU KNOW?

• Six in 10 American children say
their parents have missed events
like school plays, soccer games,
and awards ceremonies for work.
• The first television show to use
“Google” as a verb was “Buffy the
Vampire Slayer.”
• The U.S. planned on using up to
12 nukes if Japan didn’t surrender.
Baby peacocks for sale
$100 each. (281) 682-9211
.( Heiman Ranch)

Strange but True
By Bill Sones
and Rich Sones, Ph.D.
BARBIE’S PREDECESSOR
Q. Did you or your sister own a
Barbie doll when you were growing
up? What about your daughter?
Did you know that Barbie had a
secret former life as a “party girl?”
A. Lilli started her life as a comic
character in the German tabloid
“Bild,” described as “an overly
sexual starlet with revealing outfits,
excessive makeup and hair that
probably belonged best in a 1980s
rock video,” says Dan Lewis on his
“Now I Know” website. Based on
Lilli’s popularity with readers, Bild
make a plastic version of her with
different removeable outfits and hair
color. The Bild Lilli doll wasn’t for
kids, though; rather she was marketed for men as a gag gift, given,
for example, at a bachelor party.
When Bild Lilli’s popularity reached
into the pre-teen set, the manufacturer made accessories, furniture,
even dollhouses, much to the young
owner’s delight.
When businesswoman Ruth Handler and her family visited Germany,
she encountered the Bild Lilli doll
that was remarkably like the plastic,
adult-bodied doll that she’d envisioned a few years earlier for her
pre-teen daughter, Barbara. But her
husband Elliot, co-founder of Mattel,

had rejected the idea, “believing that
parents wouldn’t want to purchase
a curvaceous, overtly sexual toy for
their kids.” Wrong — as Bild Lilli
had clearly demonstrated.
Mattel launched its original Barbie
doll in 1959, similar to its German
predecessor but with paler skin and
less makeup. Production of Bild Lilli
ended in 1964, as Barbie’s popularity grew. “According to the BBC (as
of 2006), ‘three Barbie dolls are sold
every second.’”
PHONE CHARGING OPTIONS
Q. Oh, no! You’re on a business trip, talking on your cellphone
with an important client, when you
notice the phone’s battery is nearly
drained. You look around the railway
station and see that the few electric
wall chargers are all in use. Do you
have any other options?
A. You just might if you’re in
Istanbul or one of a few other cities
with transit hubs equipped with
public charging stations where you
provide your own energy, reports
“IEEE Spectrum” magazine. At one
bicycle-powered charging kiosk
at a railway station in Istanbul, “a
generator delivers charge to your
electronic device as you pedal
— turning your muscle power into
the ability to tweet and send emails.”
MEANING OF WORDS
Q. Words can be very versatile
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— and surprising — even offering
meanings that show little connection
to each other. Can you define any
of the wildly different meanings for
“columbine,” “gage,” “mizzle” and
“raddle”?
A. You’re probably familiar with
“columbine” as a kind of plant which,
inverted, resembles five doves, says
Anu Garg on his “A.Word.A.Day”
website. From the Italian, “colombina,” for a small dove, it relates to
“innocence” or “gentleness.” But
it also can mean “a servant girl” or
“a saucy sweetheart,” after Columbine, a stock character in commedia dell’arte and the mistress of
Harlequin.
“Gage” can mean “a pledge
— something offered as a guarantee,” or “an instrument or criterion
for measuring or testing,” or even
“the thickness or size of something,”
like the distance between rails of a
railroad track.”
From Middle English “misellen”
(to drizzle) comes “mizzle,” a fine
rain (earliest documented use
1439). But it also means “to leave
suddenly” or “to confuse.”
“Raddle” too has a long history,
dating back to 1325. From “rud”
(red), it is “a red ocher, used for
marking animals, coloring, etc.” But
from the English dialect “raddle”
(“a stick interwoven with others in a
fence”) comes another meaning, “to
twist together or interweave.” And
a third definition is “to beat or cause
to have a worn-out appearance,”
as in Brian Purdy’s “The Ripper’s
Wife” (2014): “Disease raddled Mr.
Strike’s fine, generous mind.”
(Send STRANGE questions to brothers
Bill and Rich at sbtcolumn@gmail.com)

DAR chapter meeting

The Fort Velasco Chapter, DAR
will meet on Monday, Nov. 19, from
9:30 a.m. to noon at the home of
Michelle Stroud at 1400 Road 961A
in Brazoria. Frank Kelly, director of
Fisher House, will present a program. Please bring your items from
the Fisher House Wish List, which is
posted on our Facebook page. Mr.
Kelly will deliver the donations.
After the meeting will be a craft
program on how to make pour paint
Christmas balls. Registration is
required. Details and more information at ft.velascodar@yahoo.com

Please tell our advertisers that you
saw their ads in The Bulletin
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Do you need a healthy diet if you’re naturally thin?

Mayo Clinic News Network (TNS)
It’s true that obesity is a risk factor
for many health problems, including high blood pressure, abnormal
blood lipids, Type 2 diabetes, coronary artery disease, stroke, most
cancers, obstructive sleep apnea
and many others. However, being
thin doesn’t negate the need for a
healthy diet.
Diet influences health risks
separate from body weight. Whether
you’re thin or not, diets high in

saturated and trans fats, red and
processed meat, sodium, and
refined carbohydrates — such as
the sugars in soda, baked goods
and other foods — can raise the risk
of many health problems.
There are also foods that
decrease health risks independent
of body weight.
Vegetables, fruits, whole grains,
nuts, fish and olive oil all have been
associated with increased longevity. They also are associated with

My Answer by Billy Graham

Let God, not fortune tellers, guide your path
Q: I’m facing some hard decisions, so recently I went to a
woman who claimed she could
tell the future and give me some
guidance by reading my palm. But
what she said was kind of vague
and not very helpful. Did I waste
my money? - Mrs. D.N.
A: Yes, you did, and I hope you
won’t seek out anything like this
again. Most of those who claim
they can foretell someone’s future
are only taking advantage of them,
and their advice (as you’ve discovered) is vague and unhelpful - and
sometimes worse.
But I have two other reasons
for urging you not to do this again.
First, although such things are
often fraudulent, you also could
find yourself coming into contact
with occult powers and demonic
spiritual forces that are dangerous and opposed to God. This is
why the Bible commands us not

to have anything to do with occult
practices of any kind. When some
of the sorcerers and fortunetellers in Ephesus turned to Christ,
the Bible says they immediately
renounced their former practices
and burned their magic scrolls (see
Acts 19:19).
But the second reason I urge
you to turn away from anything
like this is because God loves you,
and Jesus Christ wants to help
you with the decisions you need to
make. The most important decision
you will ever make is to commit
your life to Jesus Christ and begin
following Him. I pray you will do
this today.
Then seek God’s will for your
life - not just for the decisions you
need to make, but in everything.
God knows all about you, and He
wants to guide you and change
your life. Why seek help from
anyone else? The Bible says, “In
all your ways submit to him, and
he will make your paths straight”
(Proverbs 3:6).
Tribune Media Services

(Send your queries to “My Answer,”
c/o Billy Graham, Billy Graham Evangelistic Association, 1 Billy Graham Parkway, Charlotte, N.C., 28201; call 1-(877)
2-GRAHAM, or visit the Web site for the
Billy Graham Evangelistic Association:
www.billygraham.org.)

a lower risk of heart disease and
cancer.
Eating a variety of foods from
these food groups will provide many
different nutrients that your body
needs. Thin or not, it’s especially
important for older adults to be
aware of their nutritional needs,
since aging can increase the risk of
nutritional deficiencies.
In terms of cardiovascular health,
eating saturated and trans fats
is associated with undesirable
cholesterol levels, and consuming
increased salt is associated with
high blood pressure.
A recent study found that normalweight older women with less
healthy, high-calorie diets had a 10
percent increased risk of developing
obesity-related cancers, compared
with normal-weight women who ate

a healthier diet.
There are other important factors
to consider, including whether you
smoke or are physically active.
While smokers tend to weigh less
than nonsmokers, their health risks
are greater.
Smoking not only can lead to lung
cancer, but also it raises the risk for
a number of other cancers. It also
can lead to coronary artery disease,
stroke and chronic lung disease.
On the other hand, physical
activity reduces a large number

of health risks in people whether
they are thin or heavy, including
decreased risk of hypertension,
Type 2 diabetes, abnormal blood
lipids, coronary artery disease,
some cancers and depression.
Over time, beneficial lifestyle
choices, such as healthy eating,
being physically active and not
smoking, can lead to better health
and an overall improved quality of
life for people who need to lose
weight and those who are already at
a healthy weight.

How to tell if you’re “skinny fat”

Men with waists that measure more than 40 inches, and women with
waists that measure more than 35 inches, are generally considered higher
risk for negative health effects associated with visceral fat, regardless of
whether they may fall into a normal weight range.
The good news is that a healthier lifestyle that involves more physical
activity and a diet rich in fruits, vegetables, whole grains, and lean meats can
help lower visceral fat, Tiozzo said. Avoid processed carbs like sugary desserts and soda, which can promote weight gain and storage of visceral fat,
and try to incorporate some high-intensity training into your fitness routine,
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Titanic replica project revived with hope for 2022 sailing
By Richard Tribou

Orlando Sentinel (TNS)

The planned replica of the ill-fated
cruise ship Titanic is once again
aiming to set sail.
Originally planned to launch in
2016 by the Blue Star Line, Australian businessman Clive Palmer,
the brainchild of the endeavor, shut
down efforts in 2015 because of
a financial dispute with a Chinese

company and Blue Star Line’s
parent company, the Palmer-owned
Mineralogy.
Now, a news release for the line
says that financial dispute has been
resolved, and Palmer is once again
planning to put the ocean liner into
service.
Palmer made the announcement
in September along with the revelation of a video showing the new

ship’s technical details.
“Blue Star Line will create an
authentic Titanic experience, providing passengers with a ship that
has the same interiors and cabin
layout as the original vessel, while
integrating modern safety procedures, navigation methods and 21st
century technology to produce the
highest level of luxurious comfort,”
Palmer said in the news release.
The original cruise liner sank in
1912 after it struck an iceberg in the
North Atlantic killing 1,503 passengers and crew. The new version will
have more lifeboats and a steelreinforced hull.
Plans for the ship have it not
only retracing the original Titanic’s
Southampton-to-New York route,
but also doing global sailings,
Palmer said. USA Today reported
the ship’s first sailing is aiming for
2022.
“Millions have dreamt of sailing on her, seeing her in port and
experiencing her unique majesty,”
Palmer said. “Titanic II will be the
ship where those dreams come
true.”
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Country music star Craig Morgan at The Clarion Nov. 16
One of country music’s best-loved
artists is making an appearance in
Lake Jackson.
A multi-faceted entertainer with
25 Billboard hits under his belt,
Craig Morgan will appear at 7:30
p.m. at The Clarion at Brazosport
College on Friday, Nov. 16.
Morgan has made a name for
himself as a country music icon,
television personality, celebrated
outdoorsman and patriotic Army
veteran.
He has thrilled massive crowds
with signature hits, including
“Bonfire,” “Almost Home,” “Redneck Yacht Club,” “International
Harvester,” “This Ole Boy,” “Wake
Up Loving You” and the four-week
No. 1, “That’s What I Love About
Sunday.”
Morgan earned one of country
music’s highest honors when he
was inducted as a member of the
Grand Ole Opry in 2008.
Prior to becoming a country
music star and TV sensation, he
spent 17 years serving our country

in the Army and Army Reserves. He
is an avid supporter of America’s
military personnel and has made
14 overseas trips to perform for our
troops.
He is a recipient of the 2006
USO Merit Award and, in 2018, was
awarded the Army’s Outstanding
Civilian Service Medal, one of the
highest awards the Department of
the Army can bestow upon a civilian.

The Nov. 16 show is being sponsored by Freeport LNG and Olin.
Tickets for the show are $45 for
adults, $40 for seniors and Brazosport College employees, and $20 for
students and children.
For more information or to
purchase tickets, contact The
Clarion Box Office at (979)230-3156
or online at www.brazosport.edu/
clarion.
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Protected whooping cranes making way to Texas Coast
(Continued from Page 1)

The Bulletin is good for your business.
Call (979) 849-5407.

often pass large urban centers
like Dallas/Fort Worth, Waco, and
Austin. Though they rarely stay
in one place for more than a day
during migration, it is important that
they not be disturbed or harassed at
these stopovers; in fact, as a federally protected species, it is illegal to
do so.
The first whooper pair of the
season was just spotted at the
Aransas National Wildlife Refuge on
Oct. 22. Recent heavy rains brought
much needed freshwater to the
area and should result in improved
numbers of blue crabs and Carolina
wolfberries, preferred whooper
foods in coastal marshes.
The tallest bird in North America,
the whooping crane, is also one of
the rarest.
With a current population of
around 505 individuals, whooping
cranes are slowly returning from
the brink of extinction, thanks to
coordinated conservation efforts.
Out of 87 nests this summer, only
about 24 chicks fledged, a low
number compared to recent years,
likely due to the unseasonably cold,
wet weather.

The Aransas-Wood Buffalo
population, the only “natural” flock
of whooping cranes in the world,
spends each winter in and around
the Aransas National Wildlife
Refuge near Rockport.
However, with population
expansion in recent years, they
have begun spending time in more
untraditional areas, venturing some
distance from the refuge to find food
and other resources.
“These iconic, endangered species deserve our respect as they
migrate through the central flyway,
and we ask the public to avoid
disturbing them if spotted,” states
Wade Harrell, U.S. Fish & Wildlife
Service Whooping Crane Recovery
Coordinator. “Along with whooping cranes migrating from Canada,
Texas has had a few visiting whooping cranes from a reintroduced
population in southwest Louisiana.
These cranes are all marked with
leg bands and have been most
commonly spotted in southeastern
Texas, near Beaumont.”
With sandhill crane and waterfowl hunting seasons opening and
whooper migration in full swing,
TPWD urges hunters to be extra

vigilant. Whooping cranes are
sometimes found in mixed flocks
with sandhill cranes, which are
gray and slightly smaller. With their
all-white body plumage and black
wingtips, whooping cranes may also
resemble snow geese, which are
much smaller and have faster wing
beats.
There are several other nongame species that are similar in
appearance such as wood storks,
American white pelicans, great
egrets and others, but a close look
will reveal fairly obvious differences.
More information on look-alike species is available online.
The public can help track whooping cranes by reporting sightings to
TPWD’s Whooper Watch, a citizenscience based reporting system
to track whooping crane migration
and wintering locations throughout
Texas.
More information about Whooper
Watch, including instructions for
reporting sightings, can be found
online and by downloading the
iNaturalist mobile app. These observations help biologists identify new
migration and wintering locations
and their associated habitats.
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What’s needed to change name on Social Security card
By Nicole Tiggemann

Tribune News Service (TNS)

Are you changing your name? If
so, let Social Security know so we
can update your information, send
you a corrected card, and make
sure you get the benefits you’ve
earned.
To change your name on your
card, you must show us documents
proving your legal name change and
identity. If you are a U.S. citizen,
you also must show us a document
proving your U.S. citizenship, if it
is not already in our records. You
must present original documents or
copies certified by the agency that
issued them. We can’t accept photocopies or notarized copies.
To prove your legal name change,
you must show one of the following

documents:
— Marriage document;
— Divorce decree;
— Certificate of naturalization
showing a new name; or
— Court order for a name
change.
To prove your identity, you must
show an unexpired document showing your name, identifying information, and photograph, such as one
of the following:
— U.S. driver’s license;
— State-issued non-driver’s
identification card; or
— U.S. passport.
If you don’t have one of those
documents available, we may be
able to accept your:
— Employer identification card;
— School identification card;

— Health insurance card; or
— U.S. military identification card.
To prove your U.S. citizenship,
you must show one of the following
documents:
— U.S. birth certificate;
— U.S. Consular Report of Birth
Abroad;
— U.S. passport (unexpired);
— Certificate of Naturalization; or
— Certificate of Citizenship.
Fill out the form at
www.socialsecurity.gov/forms/ss5.pdf and follow the instructions to
ensure your Social Security card is
delivered in a timely manner. You
can also locate your local field office
at www.socialsecurity.gov/locator so
you can apply for your updated card
and show your required documents
in person.

Port Freeport appoints Brian Devine to Rail District Board
Brian Devine, founder of Brian’s
BBQ in Clute and resident of West
Columbia, has been appointed by
the Port Freeport Commission to
serve on the Brazoria-Fort Bend
Rail District Board.
The Rail District (BFBRD) was
established in January 2015 to
create, finance, maintain and operate a proposed freight rail connector
between Freeport and Rosenberg.
The BFBRD is managed by a sixmember board comprised of two

representatives from each of the
appointing organizations: Brazoria
County, Fort Bend County, and Port
Freeport. Dan Croft, Chairman of
the Board, and the newly appointed
Devine represent Port Freeport.
“As the Brazoria-Fort Bend Rail
District continues to progress, I look
forward to being engaged in the
process and to serve my community
as a director on the Rail District to
the best of my ability,” said Devine.
Devine and his wife, Mary Ann,

owned and operated Brian’s BarB-Q in Clute for 30 years. Brian is
active in the community in various
capacities.
He served six years on the Brazosport Chamber of Commerce Board
of Directors, three of those on the
executive board.
Devine has been recognized by
the Knights of Columbus as the
Knight of the Year and was inducted
into the Brazoria County Business
Hall of Fame.

Please ‘like’ our page on Facebook to get
community news updates
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LJ Garden Club program features growing tips for roses
The Lake Jackson Garden
Club invites the public to attend a
program on Nov. 14 at 10 a.m. at
the Stephen F Austin Statue Park
in Angleton, located off Hwy. 288
North.
Baxter Williams, an American
Rose Society Master Rosarian,
will present “Things I Wish I Had
Learned Sooner”.
Williams is a three-time president
of the Houston Rose Society and
director of the American Rose Society South Central District. He has
been growing roses in the Houston

DID YOU KNOW?
• The first known paintings of
a rose are actually frescoes. The
earliest example was discovered in
Crete around 1600 B.C. The apothecary rose, R. Gallica Officinalis,
first recorded in the 13th century,
was the foundation of a large industry near the city of Provins, France.
• Rosed are a symbol of love
and passion. The ancient Greeks
and Romans associated roses with
Aphrodite and Venus.

If you enjoy reading The Bulletin weekly,
please tell a friend about us and pick up an
extra copy. To advertise, call 979-849-5407.

area since early 1967 with approximately 500 bushes of all types in his
garden.
He will address rose-growing tips
he wishes he had known when he
began his hobby over 50 years ago.
His program will be filled with stories
and wisdoms sure to bring laughs
and memories from your own past.

He will entertain with songs, poems,
pictures, and examples of his mishaps and tribulations.
After growing roses for half a century and traveling, there is nothing
he has not seen, even a time when
roses were planted upside down.
To reserve a seat, email lakejacks
ongardenclubtx@gmail.com

www.mybulletinnewspaper.com
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Why autumn
is the perfect
time to start
being healthier

By Leslie Barker

The Dallas Morning News (TNS)

Is it the air? The sky? The sunrise
and sunset featuring colors not
found in the biggest box of crayons?
The pecans perched precariously,
preparing to tumble toward the
ground?
In truth, all these comprise my
love for everything autumnal. My
falling, if you will, for fall.
What does this seasonal crush
have to do with health and fitness?
As much as you’d like. Think of
these days as the perfect time to
resume or to start a new workout
plan, a fresher and more fulfilling
way to eat.
Sure, you could put your resolve
on hold till the more traditional Jan.
1, which may be cold and gloomy,
and you just might be having a
black-eyed pea hangover. Why
wait? Here in November, with its
crisp mornings and fiery-sky sunsets, the world beckons.
So take a walk. Rake some
leaves. Throw a football. Fix some
tummy-warming, healthy soup. Get
used to the invigoration that comes
with taking care of yourself, which
will become a habit before you know
it. So fall in. We’re right here with
you.

BRAZORIA COUNTY PARKS DEPARTMENT MONTHLY SECTION

4 Texas cities ranked in top 10
warm winter destination spot study

BRAZORIA COUNTY PARKS DEPARTMENT MONTHLY SECTION
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Tips on how to stay better informed about current events
(Continued from Page 1)

magazine and scanning each page
is distinctly different, and often more
enlightening, than scrolling through
the same material on a screen.
• Listen to NPR. I got my start in
radio at a time when national hourly
newscasts were detailed, reliable
and easily available across the dial.
They are still produced by several
networks, but on many affiliated
stations they have been truncated
or eliminated. The shining exception
is National Public Radio.
Driving through Mississippi and
Alabama this summer, a regional
network of NPR stations proved to
be my best connection to news from
Washington and the world. NPR’s
hourly newscasts are carried by
more than 1,000 stations, where
they tend to be part of the conversation, not part of the clutter.
• Read e-letters. The newsletter
business is booming. Almost every
news organization in America, large
and small, will send you a daily
email summarizing its coverage.
E-letters are usually free and, while
not a substitute for the full story,
provide a useful starting point for
catching up on the day’s news.
I recommend one of the original
e-letters and still among the best:
Politico’s Playbook. Although it has
an inside-the-Beltway focus, it is

a very readable and nonpartisan
digest, delivered for free before 7
a.m. Eastern time., 6 a.m. Central.
• Sample Hannity and Maddow.
Depending on your political orientation, you probably watch either
Sean Hannity on Fox News Channel
or Rachel Maddow on MSNBC - but
never both! Try crossing over, at
least occasionally.
Hannity and Maddow have
emerged as the ratings leaders in
cable-TV’s nightly effort to dissect
the Trump White House. My friends
are aghast when I mention watching
both. Still, these two thought leaders
help set (in Hannity’s case) or reflect
(more so in Maddow’s case) the
national agenda.
• Go up front. Even if you’re
not a news junkie, you are likely
to enjoy perusing the front pages
of hundreds of daily newspapers,
online, for free.
The Newseum in Washington
(newseum.org) assembles readable PDFs of front pages- from the
Daily News-Miner in Fairbanks,
Alaska, to the St. Augustine Record
in Florida. If it’s true that “all politics
is local,” it can be said that all news
is, too. You’ll be surprised at how
dramatically the mood of the nation
is reflected on these daily fronts.
• Go long. Too often we rely on
summaries of summaries (indeed,

the e-letters cited above are part of
that). Stretch your mind and your
insight by balancing news digests
with long-form articles.
Some of the best reporting these
days is being done by The New
Yorker, The Atlantic and The New
York Times Magazine, among
others that invest heavily in hiring
top writers and giving them the time
and space to really drill down.
• Matriculate. Every so often try
reading a college newspaper. Hundreds of student publications are
produced on campuses around the
country, and while some are read by
local residents, most are completely
invisible to the general public.
A useful list of the top 50 college
newspapers, with links, can be
found at collegechoice.net. Number
50 is The Bucknellian at Bucknell
University in Pennsylvania; number
one is the Yale Daily News in Connecticut. You probably have little
interest in, say, food complaints
at the dining hall, but when, for
example, young Yale journalists
assess a Supreme Court nominee,
it’s intriguing reading.
•Talk about it. Nowadays we are
so set in our opinions that we’re
afraid to discuss current events with
colleagues, friends and family. If
they’re in another camp, or have a
differing view, the risk of broaching
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a subject seems greater than any
possible reward.
Yet, this very type of discourse is
central to the evolution of our own
thinking. I’ve found that creating a
small email circle is a useful way to
bounce thoughts off people I know,
without the peril of raised tempers
or overly hurt feelings. If you’re
brave enough to talk about news at
the office or dinner table, my advice
is to listen more and pontificate less.

This is, after all, the age of
wisdom, and the age of foolishness.
We can each do more to promote
the former.
A list of Peter Funt’s upcoming
live appearances is available at
www.CandidCamera.com.
Peter Funt is a writer and
speaker. His book, “Cautiously Optimistic,” is available at Amazon.com
and CandidCamera.com.
©2018 Peter Funt.

Society of St. Stephen selling Christmas wreaths

Society of St. Stephen is selling fresh fragrant 22” Christmas wreaths.
Wreaths will arrive the week after Thanksgiving and can be picked up at
Chapelwood Methodist Church in Lake Jackson or delivered locally. They
are $25.
Profits will benefit those in need in our community with rent or utility expenses. Society of St. Stephen is supported by 3 Lake Jackson
churches; Chapelwood United Methodist, Christ Lutheran, and First
United Methodist. To order wreaths, or for more information, email:
societyofst.stephen@gmail.com or call (979) 798-0829 or (979) 236-1124.
The deadline to order is Nov. 17.
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SIDELINE CHATTER

By Dwight Perry

The Seattle Times (TNS)

A red card for that? Soccer’s
getting soft
What do you get when you cross
soccer with Mike Tyson?
Answer: The player on Germany’s SV Preussen Eiberg team
who bit off a piece of his ESG
99/06 II opponent’s nose, earning
himself a most-fitting red card. “He
has indeed apologized,” an ESG
spokesman told RevierSport.de,
“but if a bit of the nose is bitten off,
that’s hardly forgivable.”
Worth repeating
The Florida Marlins announced
the signing of touted Cuban outfielder Victor Victor Mesa.
Team officials can’t decide
whether to start him out playing in
Walla Walla or Pago Pago.
Beware of ice
The cruise ship Titanic II is set to
make its maiden voyage in 2022.
And in a related story, Vince
McMahon just named it the official
cruise ship of the XFL.
NFL sweatshop
Bobby Massie, the Bears’ 317pound O-lineman, dropped 12
pounds while playing the Dolphins
in Miami’s 90-degree sauna. Tackle
for a loss? No kidding.
Return game
Harley-Davidson has recalled
238,000 motorcycles because they
have a clutch problem. The NFL,

SPORTS STORIES YOU MAY HAVE MISSED
not to be outdone, immediately
recalled the New York Giants.
Penalty on the play
The Broncos released backup
QB Chad Kelly after he reportedly
entered a home in Englewood,
Colo., in the middle of the night,
plunked himself down on a couch
next to a mother holding her young
son and began talking incoherently.
Possible sanctions range all the
way from 1-3 years for criminal
trespassing to 5 yards for encroachment.
Crash course
The pilot miraculously walked
away after his small vintage Nazi
plane crashed in the middle of U.S.
101 in Agoura Hills, Calif.
Raiders fans immediately rushed
the 375 miles down I-5 just to see
what a touchdown looks like.
All fired up
Two fires consumed seven cars
in the MetLife Stadium parking lot
during last Sunday’s Jets-Vikings
game — because of late-arriving fans unwittingly parking their
cars atop hot coals dumped from
tailgaters’ grills. “Not the first time
we’ve been burned,” sighed a fan
wearing a Vernon Gholston jersey.
No-shows galore
A 6-year-old boy in Tucson, Ariz.,
invited 32 classmates to a pizza
party, but no one showed up.Or to
put it in NFL terms, just like the L.A.
Chargers feel at every home game.

They’re the vice squad
SV Gossendorf, a lower-division
soccer club in Austria, raised some
hackles with league officials when it
promised fans 19 and older a drink
voucher courtesy of team sponsor
Bar Inkognito — a local bordello.
So when is Red Light Giveaway
Night?
Quote marks
— Stephen Colbert, saying he’ll
miss ill-fated Sears & Roebuck:
“Especially on those days when you
just want to buy a suit, a carpet,
an air conditioner, a lawn mower, a
foundation garment, an air hockey
game and a tractor.”
— Jim Barach of JokesByJim.
blogspot.com, after a former
adidas executive was convicted in
the college-basketball corruption
trial: “It looks like he will be wearing gear with a whole new set of
stripes.”
— Brad Rock of Salt Lake City’s
Deseret News, on the flap over
WWE scheduling a November show
in Saudi Arabia, in the wake of journalist Jamal Khashoggi’s murder:
“Now that’s a first: Wrestling drama
that isn’t staged.”
— Adam Stites of SBnation.com,
on hapless Arizona’s 1-6 start: “If
the Chiefs and Rams offenses are
playing chess, the rest of the NFL is
playing checkers, and the Cardinals
are in the corner chewing on the
game pieces.”

Say what?
Newspaper corrections (not ours)
A dust relocation technician?

DID YOU KNOW?

• Some volcano eruptions are capable of creating powerful electrical
charges that can lead to bolts of lightning as large as two miles long.
• For years before slavery was banned In Canada, slaves would escape
south to the liberated areas of the United States.
• It only takes between 90 seconds and 4 minutes for you to decide
whether or not you like someone.
• Each flower broadcasts a variable electrical signal that tells a bee
whether the flower has already been emptied by its coworker.
• In 1858, the state of New York paid $7.4 million to acquire 843 acres of
land that would be converted into Central Park — In 2005, Central Park was
estimated to be worth $528 billion.
• The Constitution of Alabama says that ‘idiots’ aren’t allowed to vote.

Ms. Garley should be cashing in

What a great deal. Let me get three more.

Bulletin Crossword Puzzle of the Week

ACROSS
1 D.C. fundraisers
5 Throat-clearing word
9 Square root of 64
14 Marathon aftermath
15 Singer Horne
16 Versailles send-off
17 Moscow : nyet :: Berlin : __
18 Paper or plastic choice
20 Detective Pinkerton
22 Protest singer Phil

23 “Okay, __ do it!”
24 Waitstaff boss
27 Gravy container
28 Cocktail
31 Online company with many
drivers
33 Tot’s piggies
37 Religious symbols
39 “__ culpa”
40 Misfortune
42 Tales of __: misfortunes

Solutions on the right side of this page
In memory of Greg Wilkinson

43 Bamboo eater
45 Watson of “Harry Potter” films
46 Learning by memorization
47 Carrier that added “ways” to its
name in 1997
49 Butter toffee bar
51 Popular climb from Lone Pine,
California
57 Car rental giant
60 Most of the Jolly Green Giant’s
laugh
61 “Done!”
62 Fries, slaw, etc. ... and what this
puzzle’s circles represent
65 “Terrible” tsar
66 Coral island
67 West Point initials
68 Take a break
69 Oater law group
70 Gas company with toy trucks
71 Neighborhood
DOWN
1 Old TWA rival
2 High-speed Amtrak service
3 Legumes used in cook-offs
4 McCain or McConnell
5 Math subj.
6 King of Judea
7 Firstborn son of Cain
8 Ultra-manly
9 Corn piece
10 Peaceful
11 Barb
12 Furnace output
13 Harbor craft
19 Cornerstone abbr.
21 Gun lobby org.
25 Kett of old comics
26 Christine’s lover in “The Phantom
of the Opera”
29 Ultimatum words
30 Tie the __: marry
31 Strike caller
32 Older brother of Jeff Bridges
34 “__ to Billie Joe”
35 Large shade tree
36 Total in math
38 “Understand?”
40 Scott of “Happy Days”
41 Flea market payment
44 Ones “in distress” in old films
46 Tax-sheltered nest egg
48 German coal valley
50 Modeler’s buy
52 “Obviously, Einstein!”
53 “__ are the times that try men’s
souls”: Paine
54 Early-bird catches
55 Rub out
56 Gossipy sort
57 Without delay, in memos
58 Don Corleone’s first name
59 Nuptial vows
63 Barcelona cheer
64 Carrier to Copenhagen
(c) 2018 TRIBUNE CONTENT AGENCY, LLC.
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Complete the grid so each row, column
and 3-by-3 box (in bold borders) contains
every digit 1 to 9. For strategies on how to
solve Sudoku, visit www.sudoku.org.uk.

Solutions

CRANE EAGLE HERON GOOSE EGRET ROBIN FINCH
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Bulletin Horoscope
Distributed by Tribune Content Agency, LLC.

LEO (July 23-Aug. 22): The long
and winding road that seems to
have no end may also be your path
to future success. A close friend or
advisor could provide the information that will make your dreams
come true.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22):
You might feel awkward at a group
event. Keep in mind that others
might be uncomfortable, too. In the
week to come, you can use your
knowledge and imagination to make
more money.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22): In the
week ahead, you may be challenged to deal with someone who
is cranky or out of sorts. You’ll find
that when your business skills and
abilities are tested you’ll pass with
flying colors.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21):
One generous act can brighten your
life for several days or lead you to
make permanent improvements in
the week ahead. You may make a
surprising discovery at the work-

place.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.
21): Make sure that your hardearned money is spent carefully.
The mistakes you made in the
past can act as guideposts for the
financial decisions you make in the
upcoming week.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19):
You may want to go your own way,
but you are better suited to be a
part of the pack in the week ahead.
Stay true to a group’s goals and
your loyalty will bring you success.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb.
18): You can trust the professional
advice you receive or rely upon your
instincts, judgment, and a lightening
quick grasp of the facts to guide you
in the right direction this week.
PISCES (Feb. 19-March
20): The economic or emotional
indicators might be optimistic, but
misleading, so wait to make crucial
decisions, to sign contracts or make
a significant purchase in the week
ahead.

History of the World On This Day
NOVEMBER 13
1775 - During the American
Revolution, U.S. forces captured
Montreal.
1789 - Benjamin Franklin wrote a
letter to a friend in which he said, “In
this world nothing can be said to be
certain, except death and taxes.”
1805 - Johann George Lehner, a
Viennese butcher, invented a recipe
and called it the “frankfurter.”
NOVEMBER 14
1832 - The first streetcar went
into operation in New York City, NY.
The vehicle was horse-drawn and
had room for 30 people.
1851 - Herman Melville’s novel
“Moby Dick” was first published in
the U.S.
1889 - New York World reporter
Nellie Bly (Elizabeth Cochrane)
began an attempt to surpass the
fictitious journey of Jules Verne’s
Phileas Fogg by traveling around
the world in less than 80 days. Bly
succeeded by finishing the journey
the following January in 72 days, 6
hours and 11 minutes.
NOVEMBER 15
1806 - Explorer Zebulon Pike

spotted the mountaintop that
became known as Pikes Peak.
1867 - the first stock ticker was
unveiled in New York City.
1926 - The National Broadcasting Co. (NBC) debuted with a radio
network of 24 stations. The first
network radio broadcast was a fourhour “spectacular.”
NOVEMBER 16
1776 - British troops captured
Fort Washington during the American Revolution.
1915 - Coca-Cola had its
prototype for a countoured bottle
patented. The bottle made its commercial debut the next year.
1952 - In the Peanuts comic strip,
Lucy first held a football for Charlie
Brown.
NOVEMBER 17
1796 - Catherine the Great of
Russia died at the age of 67.
1869 - The Suez Canal opened
in Egypt, linking the Mediterranean
and the Red seas.
1904 - The first underwater
submarine journey was taken, from
Southampton, England, to the Isle
of Wight.

NOVEMBER 18
1865 - Samuel L. Clemens
published “The Celebrated Jumping
Frog of Calaveras County” under
the pen name “Mark Twain” in the
New York “Saturday Press.”
1883 - The U.S. and Canada
adopted a system of standard time
zones.
1903 - The U.S. and Panama
signed a treaty that granted the U.S.
rights to build the Panama Canal.
NOVEMBER 19
1863 - U.S. President Lincoln
delivered his Gettysburg Address as
he dedicated a national cemetery at
the site of the Civil War battlefield in
Pennsylvania.
1893 - The first newspaper color
supplement was published in the
Sunday New York World.
1895 - The “paper pencil” was
patented by Frederick E. Blaisdell.
1928 - “Time” magazine presented its cover in color for the first
time. The subject was Japanese
Emperor Hirohito.
1959 - Ford Motor Co. announced
it was ending the production of the
unpopular Edsel.

Jumble
Jumbles: LARVA STALL FIGURE NAUSEA
Answer: The fight at the family reunion was -- ALL RELATIVE

ARIES (March 21-April 19): In
the week to come, you would be
wise to maintain a low profile and to
avoid making major changes. You
may feel constrained by regulations
or frustrated by an inability to get
ahead.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20):
Doing your job well or a desire
for material success can become
powerful motivators in the upcoming
week. You have vision and imaginative ideas about ways to achieve
your goals.
GEMINI (May 21-June 20):
A lucrative business opportunity
may arrive this week if you gather
information and listen to the news.
Don’t worry about short-term goals;
your attention should be focused on
the future.
CANCER (June 21-July 22):
You’ll feel like a free spirit in the
week ahead because your imagination allows you to travel wherever
you wish. Romantic relationship
problems will be resolved with ease.

MR. MORRIS
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By Rick Brooks

BROOM HILDA

By Russel Myers

ANIMAL CRACKERS

By Fred Wagner

Scramble solutions: use a mirror to check your answers

THE MIDDLETONS

DID YOU KNOW?

• A man named Richard Rodriguez set the record for “longest roller
coaster riding”, staying on a roller coaster for 104 consecutive hours in 1977
-- He broke his own record in 2007, riding for 405 hours, only stopping for
bathroom breaks.
• In 2015, the merging of two black holes emitted 3.6 septillion yottawatts
of power -- Greater than the combined power of all light radiated by every
star in the observable universe.
• Tom Hanks says the ending of ‘Toy Story 4’ will be a “moment in history”
— Tim Allen said he “couldn’t even get through the last scene” without getting emotional.
• Cheetos are naturally gray before they’re given an orange artificial color.

CHARMY’S ARMY

By Ralph Dunagin and Dana Summers

By Davey Jones
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Home remedies: Relieve and reduce itchy eczema
Mayo Clinic News Network (TNS)

Atopic dermatitis (eczema) is
a condition that makes your skin
red and itchy. It’s common in
children but can occur at any age.
Atopic dermatitis is long lasting (chronic) and tends to flare
periodically and then subside. It
may be accompanied by asthma
or hay fever.
No cure has been found for
atopic dermatitis. But treatments
and self-care measures can
relieve itching and prevent new
outbreaks. For example, it helps
to avoid harsh soaps and other
irritants, apply medicated creams
or ointments, and moisturize your
skin.
To help reduce itching and
soothe inflamed skin, try these
self-care measures:
— Take an oral allergy or
anti-itch medication.
Options include nonprescription
allergy medicines (antihistamines)
— such as cetirizine (Zyrtec)
or fexofenadine (Allegra). Also,
diphenhydramine (Benadryl,
others) may be helpful if itching
is severe. But it can make you
drowsy, so it’s better for bedtime.
— Take a bleach bath.
A diluted-bleach bath
decreases bacteria on the skin

and related infections. Add 1/2
cup (118 milliliters) of household
bleach, not concentrated bleach, to
a 40-gallon (151-liter) bathtub filled
with warm water — measures are
for a U.S.-standard-sized tub filled
to the overflow drainage holes.
Soak from the neck down or just
the affected areas of skin for about
10 minutes. Do not submerge the
head. Rinse, pat dry and moisturize. Take a bleach bath no more
than two or three times a week.
— Apply an anti-itch cream or calamine lotion to the affected area.
A nonprescription hydrocortisone cream, containing at least
1 percent hydrocortisone, can
temporarily relieve the itch. Apply
it to the affected area before you
moisturize. Once your reaction
has improved, you may use this
type of cream less often to prevent
flare-ups.
— Moisturize your skin at
least twice a day.
Use a moisturizer all over while
your skin is still damp from a bath
or shower. Pay special attention
to your legs, arms, back and the
sides of your body. If your skin is
already dry, consider using oil or
lubricating cream.
— Avoid scratching.
Cover the itchy area if you can’t

keep from scratching it. Trim nails
and wear gloves at night.
— Apply cool, wet compresses.
Covering the affected area
with bandages and dressings
helps protect the skin and prevent
scratching.

Your home can be made healthier
House dust aggravates
allergies. It also contains more
hazardous chemicals than you
might think, including lead, fire
retardants, pesticides, and other
chemicals.
The solutions: The best and
most expensive option is to
replace wall-to-wall carpeting (a
collector for dust and allergens)
with wood, cork, tile, or non-vinyl
linoleum. But if that’s not economically feasible, some old-fashioned
elbow grease can help. Vacuum
frequently, meticulously getting
into corners, along the floorboards, and moving furniture to
get those dust bunnies.
Make sure your vacuum has
strong suction and a HEPA filter
so that dust and dirt go into the
bag.
Vacuum at least two times each
week.
Clean the vacuum bag and filter
every time, so dust isn’t spewed
back into the air.
Stop smoking. An estimated
40% of America’s children are
exposed to secondhand smoke at
home, and it’s the biggest trigger
of asthma in those children, says
Philip Landrigan, MD, director
of the Children’s Environmental
Health Center at Mount Sinai

School of Medicine in New York
City.
And it’s an expensive habit. You
can save a lot of money if you’re
not smoking, not to speak of future
health costs for you and your
family.
A doctor, nurse, or mental health
professional can help you tailor an
approach to quitting smoking that
best suits your needs. Set a quit
date and stick to it.
Get rid of pesticides. Pesticides kill roaches, mice, ants, and
lawn pests. But overexposure and
chronic small exposures may put
children at risk of a range of health
problems, including asthma, learning disabilities, and problems with
brain development.
These chemicals are expensive, too. The problem is, people
don’t see the damage the chemicals are doing to themselves and
to their child. It’s silent, but nevertheless real damage.
Save money and promote health
by focusing on prevention. Simple
steps can keep roaches away,
like washing dishes very carefully,
cleaning up all food residue, keeping food packages and containers
tightly closed, and sealing any
cracks that are a point of entry into
your home.

